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Abstract. This document describes the realization of a spoken informa-
tion retrieval system and its application to words search in an indexed
video database. The system uses an automatic speech recognition (ASR)
software to convert the audio signal of a video file into a transcript file
and then a document indexing tool to index this transcripted file. Then,
a spoken query, uttered by any user, is presented to the ASR to decode
the audio signal and propose a hypothesis that is later used to formulate
a query to the indexed database. The final outcome of the system is a
list of video frame tags containing the audio correspondent to the spoken
query. The speech recognition system achieved less than 15% Word Er-
ror Rate (WER) and its combined operation with the document indexing
system showed outstanding performance with spoken queries.

1 Introduction

The most natural way to transmit information among humans is by voice, un-
fortunately a permanent recording of such class of information has been less
common than text archiving mainly because two reasons: the large amount of
storage required for acoustics and its dificulties for indexing. Nowadays, massive
storage technology is more affordable than ever, new algorithms for data com-
pression permit to record several hours of video and audio in just only tenths or
thousands of megabytes. The boost of broadcast communication via television,
radio and Internet has promoted the use of digital audio and video (multime-
dia) recording as one of the fastest and most accessible resources for informa-
tion transmission and storage [1]. Trends are that in the near future, due to
the amount of information contained in multimedia documents, multimedia will
surpass text based documents as the preferred archiving method for information
storage [2].

In recent years, new techniques for text indexing and automatic information
retrieval have been developed [3] and succesfully used over the Internet, focusing
on digital documents containing text information. However, the future of these
search engines requires its use on multimedia databases, if not, its application
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in mobile devices and hand-busy environments will be very limited. At present,
several research groups have conducted efforts to develop search engines for mul-
timedia repositories of information [4], commonly known as multimedia digital
libraries. However, there is still much work to be done, particularly regarding
speech information and spoken queries [5, 6].

This paper presents the architecture of a spoken information retrieval system
and its application to video databases, using acoustic information for indexing.
The system is structured using two main components: an automatic speech recog-
niton (ASR) system and a document indexing software. The input to the system
is a speech signal, containing the words included in the video frames of interest
to the user, the output is a sequence of indexes on the video for such frames.
The system was trained in spanish and tested in the same language but using
spontaneous speech and different speakers.

The organization of the document is the following, section 2 presents the gen-
eral architecture and explanation of the modules of the system. Subsection 2.1
explains the acoustic and language models training procedure, subsection 2.2
presents the methodology used for the video database indexing while subsec-
tion 2.3 focuses in the spoken query procedure. Section 3 discuses the results
and conclusions are presented in section 4.

2 System Architecture Description

Our system architecture is structured in three modules (Fig. 1), acoustic and
language models training, video’s acoustic information transcription and index-
ing and spoken query processing. A detailed description of each of these modules
is presented in this section.

2.1 Acoustic and Language Models Training

In order to perform speech recognition we train triphone acoustic models using
the CMU SPHINX-III system, that is a HMM-based automatic speech recog-
nition environment for continuous speech and large vocabulary tasks. A speech
database, containing several hours of audio, produced by different speakers, is
used for training. First the analog signal, from each audio file in the database,
is sampled and converted to MFCC coefficients, then the MFCC’s first and sec-
ond derivatives are concatenated [7], the number of MFCC is 13 then the total
dimension of the feature vector accounts for 39.

The acoustic models are finally obtained using the SPHINX-III tools. This
tools use a Baum-and-Welch algorithm to train this acoustic models [8]. The
Baum-and-Welch algorithm needs the name of the word units to train as well at
the label and feature vectors. The SPHINX-III system allows us to model either
discrete, semicontinuous or continuos acoustic models. In SPHINX-III system
tools allow to select as acoustic model either a phone set, a triphone set or a
word set.

The language models (LM) are obtained using the CMU-Cambridge statis-
tical language model toolkit version 2.0 [9]. The aim of the LM is to reduce
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the spoken information retrieval system applied to video inexing

the perplexity of the task, by predicting the following word based in the words’
history. Several techniques can be used to synthetize a LM [10], among them
N-grams is the easiest technique with very good results. If all the n-grams are
not contained in the language corpus, smoothing techniques need to be applied.
In the CMU-Cambridge language model toolkit, unigram, bigrams or trigrams
can be configured for this tool, as well as four types of discount model: Good
Turing, Absolute, Linear and Witten-Bell.

2.2 Video Indexing

For our information retrieval system, the querable repository will be the audio
into a video file. In order to build our indexed database we first need to get
the transcript from the audio signal. The initial stage of video indexing deals
with segment boundaries definition in the acoustic signals, for this we use the
CMUseg [11] tool. Then, audio frames are preprocessed in order to calculate
13 MFCC coefficients, computing also first and second derivatives. The 39 sized
feature vector for each frame is used as the input for the decoder. Each hypothesis
from the decoder represents its best transcriptions for the audio signal, the whole
set is stored as the audio transcription archive.

The transcription file is indexed using the MG [2] tools suite, that is a large
scale inverted index based text retrieval system. The indexed database spans
over the entire audio signal extracted from the video file, including every word
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detected by the speech recognizer. This database indexes the video in a frame-
time bases and will be used for the queries of the next stage.

2.3 Spoken Information Retrieval

The spoken query module uses a close talk microphone to capture a query,
composed by isolated words, uttered by a speaker. The audio signal is stored as
a wav file. The acoustic stream is preprocessed to calculate MFCC coefficients
and feeded into the speech recognition decoder. The best hypothesis is taken as
the transcription for the query using the MG tools. The output from the system
is a sequence of file tags, pointing to specific time of the video where each queried
word appears.

3 Experiments

The configuration of the SPHINX-III system for our experiments used 13 mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (mfcc) and also their first and second deritatives,
therefore the feature vector accounted for 39 elements. The speech lower and
higher frequencies were stablished at 300 Hz and 7,000 Hz, respectively. The
frame rate was set to 50 frames per second using a 30ms Hamming window. A
512 samples FFT length was used and the number of filterbans was set to 40. Five
states continuous HMM was used as acoustic modeling technique with mixtures
of 16 gaussians per state. The training data base for the speech recognition
system had a vocabulary of 22,398 different words (409,927 words in 28,537
sentences). Triphones were used as the word unit and language modeling is
based in word trigrams.

The baseline configuration of our speech recognition system was as reported
in [10], for our latest experiments we used a new version of the SPHINX-III
system leading us to the scores reported in table 1.

Table 1. Word Error Rates for the speech recognition system

Experiment Language Weight WER

Baseline 10.0 26.44%

Experiment 1 9.5 14.98%

Experiment 2 10.0 14.52%

With so emboldening results from the speech decoder, we were motivated
to test the combined efficency with the MG indexing and retrieval system. For
our experiments were performed spoken queries using single and multiple words,
uttered by different speakers, independent form the ones in the training set for
the ASR system. We found that the spoken query always performed correctly,
reporting every video frame segment where the queried words were actually
present.
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4 Conclusions

As seen from the results, the overall performance of the system showed that
the integration of a speech recognizer, a text based document indexing and re-
trieval tools comprise an effective architecture for a spoken query system on
multimedia databases. However, more work is needed in order to increase the
robustness of the system to OOV words and acoustic noise conditions. Worth to
try is to use noise compensation methods, syntactically inspired language model
techniques [10, 12] and n-Best list hypothesis from the decoder and evaluate the
effect of these in the information retrieval cogency. We also propose the use of
phonetic features into the document indexing algorithms (multifeatured infor-
mation indexing), because the use of this kind of acoustic information could lead
to more comprehensive classification system for spoken information retrieval.

The encoraging results shows the reliability of the system architecture and
settles a testbed for future applications as Internet based user interface for spoken
search engines and information storage and retrieval in mobile applications.
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